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GENERAL COLLEGE: THE OPEN DOOR THROUGH FIFTY YEARS:

1932-11982

Norman W. Moen

The General College officially began celebrating the 50th anniversary of

the College on October 27, 1982 at a reception and dinner held in ehe%

University Campus Club. Professor Norman Moet provided the opening

address "Evolution of the General College: The Open Door." This issue

of the Newsletter is a transcription of that address.

Professor Moen's presentation Ought to be viewed as significant to a

variety of audiences for several reasons. First, he has served as the
go

primary chronicler of the College's history over the past three plus

decades as Assistant Dean and the founder and editor of the General -

College Newsletter and other college publications. Second, as one of the

senior Members of the faculty he has been able to provide insights con- .

cerning how the College came into being and what factors of need and

'service have sustained it over its 50 year history. Third, his back-

ground in developing and teaching courses for the College of Education

on the history of higher education in the United States has enabled him

to view the General College in the context of innovative education in

the nation.

His extensive knowledge of higher education is reflected in the first

two sections of this manuscript: "The Founders" and "First Years 1932-,

1945." His role in the administration of the College is relected in

sections three and four: "Stable Years 1945-1965" and "Challenging Years

1965-1975." In the final section of his talk he gives the reader a view

of how the College has responded to current student needs in a period of

diminished resources.
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GENERAL COLLEGE: THE OPEN DOOR THROUGH FIFTY YEARS: 1932 - 1982

by

Norman W. Moen

The Founders
First Years 1932 - 1945
Stable Years 1945 - 1965
Challenging Years ,119E6 - 1975

Assessment-Adjustment 1975 -

The Founders: The academic movers and shaPers who founded General col-

lege all came to the University during the six-year (1911 - 1917) tenure of

President George Edgar Vin4ent, When James Grai, historian of the University,

contemplated Vincent he, remembered the remark made by a hard-to-impress United

States sentor after hearings confirming Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., as secre-

tary of stae. Stettinius was as rich in ability and achievement as he 4as

distinguished in manner and appearpce. "There," said the senator, "you see

what God can do when He really tries!"1
r

According to another writer, Vincent's arrival on campus marked "...the

second founding of the University." The new president, he said, transformed

It ...a lopse confederation of disparate colleges into a self-conscious, cooper-

ating, and purposeful institution of higher learning."2 Among his other

portant achievements, Vincent established the Graduate School and renovated

the colleges of Law, Medicineo Education, and Liberal Arts.

.
And it was Vincent who brought a trio of remarkable administrators to

Minnesota: Guy Stanton Ford became first dean.of the Graduate School in11.113;

John Black Johnston assumed leadership of the College of Science, Literature,

and the Arts in 1914; and Lotus Delta Coffman arrived in 1915, upon recommen-

dation of Ford, who Rnew him when both taught at the University of Illinois, ,

to take over,the College of,,Education. The nature of their work led, these men

to consider matters relating to the structure of the University. The changing

ttimes forced them to give thought to admissions policy. Collegiate enrollments

were then rising,sharply. As final 'vestiges of ale op+n, western frontier dis-

appeared toward the end of the 19th century, Americansibegan to seek in higher

education the upward mobility which many of them earlier found on America's

relatively unoccupied lands. Colleges and universities grew steadily after

1900. By 1920, the nation's campuses held 600,000 students; by 1950, the total

had reached 2,606,000.

Norman Moen is a Professor in the Social and Be6vioral Sciences Division of

the General College. at'the University of Minnesota.
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Rising enrollments failed to daunit Vinaht. Son of Bishop John H. Vincent,
a founder of the popular combination Of theological training, general education,
and.cultural enrichment knowh as the 4hautauqua System, Vincent himself became
a, proponent of academic outreach, edu ation for the masses, or as Gray writes,
"...educational opportunity for those whose early training had been meagre or
spotty."3 After working for Chautauq a, for a time under its education direc-
tor, William Rainey Harper, Vincent f llowed Harlper to the University of Chicago
and then moved from that institution o Minnesota. It wag Vincent who devised
University Week, a program taking clu ters of laculty directly tp Minnesota
communities large and small for sever 1 days of lectures, plays, recitals, or
short courses. It was Virwent who fo(inded Minnesota's General ExteDsion

'Division.4 But Vincent left the University before the real enrollment crunch
began after World War I. The problemS attending this rapid growth had to be
confronted by the deans he had recruited.

These administrators realized that the University of Minnesota is not com-
pelled by law to maintain open admissions. The territorial act chartering the
institution established a PreparatoryDepartment, but explicitly designated it
an expedient--a,temporary agency to fnnction until the statelmblic high gchools
matured. The Mbril Act of 1862, which came later, does not mandate open ad-,
missions in land grant colleges--witness Colgate, Michigan,'and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology--land grant colleges all. '

These administrators also realized something else: during the years after
World War I, only 50% of the freshmen pouring into the University ended as
graduating seniors. -

The statistics bothered Dean Johnston. On one hand, Johnstdh_appeared to
join Vindent in taking a liberal, inclusive view of admissions policy. He spoke
of the responsibility of the University toTeturn to the "...large scale labor-
atory of social intelligence" men and women "prepared to engage with wakened
imagination in the everyday work of thg world." He held that "...everyone
should be educated in proportionto'his capacity limited only by the economic
resources of the nation."5 On the other hand,'he well knew that neither the
College of Science, Literature, and tie Arts, nor any other unit of the Univer-
sity, pSid any attention to preparing young,people to "engage with wakened
imagination in the everyday work of the world." His own faculty may not have
regarded the attrition rate with equanimity, but neither did it take action to
end this waste of human resources

Dean Johnston began to investigate, personally, ways of'dealing with the
situation. "According to his capacity..."--that phrase caught his eye. A
-scientist specializing at the University of Michigan in neuro-zoology, Johnston
set himself the task of devising an objective, measure of capacity to succeed in
academic work. Ultimately, he emerged with a scale composed of such elements
as data from the Army Alpha, Edward L. Thorndyke's psychological tests, and
high School grade averages. Soon Johnston' was suggesting that persons ranking
below certain points on his scale could save time and embarrassment by not at-
tempting to matriculate in the University at all, because,the primary business
of the university is profes khal education= graduate study--fie1ds in which
low-scoring applicants in all ikelihood couldnot succeed.0

Dean Johnston, rugged and principled, may have harbored thoughts about
raising admission thresholds, but the dean of the_College of Education,
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L. D. Coffman, lost certainly did not. Coffman was born on a small farm in

southern Indiana. He attended a one-room rural school, completed secondary
education while supporting his widowed mother, became a country school teacher
himself, and worked through bachelor's and master's degrees via correspondence
and summer studies. His field of concentration during the two years he spent

gaining a doctorate from Columbia was educational sbciology. His thesis, "The

Social Composition of the Teaching Population," demonstrated that all too often
. students in higher education are doomed to failure becauie the,ir primer.), and

secondary education has been grossly inadequate.7
41,

Perhaps his personal history combined with the research for his%disserta-
tion to form Coffman's populist view.of the University's true mission. Writing

about student attrition after he became president in 1920, Coffman said:

The problem was not one of exclusion, not at the University
of Minnesota. It should not be, I venture to add, at any

'.institution that conceives its task in terms of the twentieth
century and with the regard to all the individual differencies

Dhat still muit find in education common demominators for
citizenship of a democracy. Indeed, an educational system
that even in its highest reaches seeks to give every student
the fullest and richest opportunities to which his abflity
'and'his considered purpose entitle him fs in itseXf the
highest expression ofdemotracy.8

There it is--the Coffman Credo: belief in democratic access to higher ed-

ucation. Minnesotans, in his view, should be-able to enter the University and
progress within it as far as ability, performance4 interest, and personal cir-
cumstances permit.

One redOnt scholar calls Coffman the most successful public university
president of his time. Perhaps he acquired the personal qualities required for

this achievement during his earliest days. Picture Master Coffman presenting

himself as a first grader at the door of hiss country school. Other boys of all

ages gather--Sam, Jim, Pete, and Jerry. "What's your name?" they ask.

"My name*is...Lotus...." Clio draws her kindly veil over the ensuing scene,

but the year I spent as a teacher in a one-room, rural, Yellow' Medicine country .

school--19 children in eight grades working in a little white building on the
prairie--helps me picture it vividly. Boyhood ordeals may have contributed
toward creating the ambitious, driving, iron-willed administrator who, though
modest, "established his power....and held off challenges more effectively than
did most of his peers."9 Close friends of his mature years called him Jack.

( As his tenure as esident advanced, Coffman moved vigorously to put edu-

cational principles i to practice. He found the structure of the University

cumbersome: an acauemic bureaucracy capable of frustrating rathef than facili-
tating students in their quest for education. He confided all of these prob-

lems to a task force of seven deans, giving them the assignment of "simplify-
ing the educational programs of the University, of removing administrative
barriers, and of considering more liberalized and coherent course offerings

than the present ones."1° The chairman of the group was Dean G. S. Ford.

The official name of the task force was Committee on the Administrative
Reorganization of the University, but it was commonly referred to as the
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Committee of Seven. DI February, 1931, the Seven recommended that a new

uni.t, University College, be established to assist students interested in

designing non-traditional but valid individual programs involving study in

more than one college or department. This was their response to the problem

of administrative barriers and programmatic infleXibilities.

A year later, in February, 1932, Chairman Ford reported that blueprints

for another addition to the campus were eomplete. In a formal statement to

the faculty, the Seven said, in part:

The Committee on Administrative Reorganization is now ready
to outlilt plans for a new unit.to be called the Junior
College of the University....

We know that only approximately 50 percent of entering
students reach graduation. We know that in. the first two

years there are from 1,800 to 2,000 s6idents who do not

pass into the junior year. We know that there are some
who may even put in four years or more and graduate who

would be equall well served and equally well prepared

for the. part ey will play in their .communities by two

years of wor so directed that it would serve ,,this purpose.

And we know that if this can be done it will be egreat
saving of time and money to them and to the state....
We seek the only true democracy that should prevail in
education, and that is the fullest and richest opportunity
for every'student to obtain the training to which he is
entitled after a careful consideration of his needs and

abilities.11

The work and courses_offered will take into consideration...
those registered in this new college. Consideration will

be given their needs from the standpoint both of general

education and of vocational interests. In the latter matter

the University is not at present prepared to enter upon an .

elaborate and diversified program of vocational training for

petiods short of the conventional four years. The immediate

possibilities are such courses as will aid in vocational
choice and.provide a training that will initiate fhe student
into the basic processes and methods of the major occupations

open to those who carry on most of the world's business.

Thus students may be assisted in solving their own problems
and those of their own communities without elaborate, expen-
sive, and long sustained special or professional training.

It may be remarked in this connection that apparently we are
producing more lawyers, doctors, engineers, and teachers than
are required, whereas the market for intelligent eitizens is
limitless and their production costs to the state offer pos.- \

sibilities in the eeonomy of time and public expenditure.
Such synthetic, general, and prientation courses are already

available to a limited etent; others have been planned but
never offered; still others must be devised in the light of

experience and denionstrated needs.12
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In short, the University was about to broaden both its academic program,and

its services to Minnesota by establishing an open-door college with a new and

innovative curriculum.

On February 11, 1932, five clays afte'r the charter of the new collgge was

published, the,Board of Regents appointed Malcolm Shaw MacLean its first

director. MacLean was a former newspaperman who worked his way through

Hamilton College and the Univerdity of Michigan before taking a doctorate in

English from the University of Minnesota. Roland Guyotte, Student of higher

education and professor of history at- the Morris campus, tells us that

MacLean was anfadvocate of'"real world" experience who liked to talk about his

experiences as a sheep herder in Colorado. His_work at the Extension Center

of the Uni4ersity of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, helped prepare him for work with

non-tradition41 students.and programs at Minnesota.°

Dr. MacLean described what it was like to create a new.college for the

University within a period of months:

I was excited, thrilled, and mighty s4ied as-I settled into

a.tiny'office in the Administration lding. I was allowed

one secretary and stole June Whitney from Dean Lyons of

Medicine to his sorrow and our great benefit....In the spring,
Fred Hovde [subsequently president of Purdue] came back

from his triumphs at Oxford. Deans Ford, Leland, and I

/ confronted him with the choice of teaching chemical engineer-,

ing or joining our tiny crew as assistant director. He threw

in his lot with us.

The months that followed were hectic times of dreaming dreams

and facing tough,realities. The realities were x number of

students'to be taught a battery of courses in September;.

a miniscule budget; the necessity to make up our staff by

teaching ourselves (Ed Williamson and I gave a course in
OccupationsThe World qf Work, and Fred did the Physics

and Chemistry) and by persuading deans and chairmen to let us

borrow, without compensation, some of their best teachers.

We had to make over battered old Wesbrook Hall just evacuated

by dentistry, cluttered with pipes and wires, broken plaster

and splintered floors.. Our dreams were of a new and better

kind of general education, suited to the times and to students
hitherto neglected and to be taught by master teachers.14

The new college, quartered in the secbnd floor and attic of Wesbrook Hall,

opened its doors fall quarter, 1932, with an enrollment of 489 students.

First Years 1932 - 1945: According Co its charCer, the program of the

Junior College was to consist of "a new and better kind Of general education,"

but building .such a program presented problems. MacLean and his advisors had

various reasons for not imitating existing models at Columbia, Sarah Lawrence,

and Bennington, Hutchins' work at Chidago and that of Stringfellow Barr and

Scott Buchanan at Saint John's seemed incongruent with the academic prepara-

tion of Minnesota public high school graduates. Meicklejohn's experiments

at Amherst, and particularly his Experimental College at the University of

Wisconsin,,Madison, did not appear practical for a project involying consid-

erable numbers of students.
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In addition, MacLean's first instructors were borrowed from other uni,ts
of the University. They did not hold rank or tenure in the Junior College.
These professors allowed themselves to be recruited for temporary teaching in
the new unit because they wanted to cooperate in an educational experiment, or
because they wished to test novel approaches in theZr subject fields, but not
because they sought career advancement. As a consequence, the program of the
first half-dozen years was somewhat patchy. At the same,time, h-owever, progress
toward placing the curriculum upon a sound, clearly defined philosophical basis
was being made.

MacLean was an admirer of W. W. Charters, former director of the'Center for
Educational research at Ohio State Univeraity and later of Stephens collebe
for Women at Troy, Missouri. Charters believed, with John Dewey, that high
schools and colleges should concentrate upon preparing people for life *n
modern American society, a curriculum-planning approach which sometimes 'is
referred to as the instrumentalist view of general education. Under the direc-
tion of Charters, a program of study was installed at Stephens which grew out
of a nationwide survey of the educational neees of upper-class women in the
190s. Stephens therefore claimed to have a "functional college curriculum,"
the first in America if not in the world. Cour es of study emphasized prep-..
aration for living. They were designed to refl ct findings of formal educa-

ktional research.

MacLean sent his.daughter to' Stephens. The college dean, D. Lamar Johnson,
was his close personal friend.15 His des iption of general education, written
for an early bulletin, echoes Dewey and arters:

The University Junior College de gned primatily to provide
broadened intellectual training to that large body of students

, who seek an overviewal modern life and of man's activities
rather ehan specializird training. Its courses are synthetic,
not specific....It seems desirable for students who cannot
spend the full four or more years in college to devote their
limited time to such a complete and rounded program instead
of to a fragment of a longer and specialized process. [Such a
program] should serve to satisfy his intellectual curiosity
and to train him for edlightened livipg in his family, social,
and citizenship relations.16

What MacLean now needed for his new colleae was a University of Minnesota study
similar to that carried out for Stephens.

It was at this iuncture that President Coffman provided very material help.
Coffman was well aware of work on student characteristics and the compatability
of curriculum and student needs carried on during the 1920s and 1930s. He
brought Melvin Haggerty to this campus, the first educational psychologist, to
join the'Uniiersity faculty. He established the Bureau of Educational Research,
which he and Leonard V. Koos headed jointly for a time. Koos, who wasrecruited
from the University of Illinois by Coffman, became a national authority on the
two-year college and one of Coffman's most influential advisors..

More than this, President Coffman was knowledgeable about developments
across the country, having conducted surveys of education in several states. He
served on the board of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
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became a member of the Educational Policies Committee of the National Education
Association, and held office as president of both the National Association of
State Universities and the American Counci4 on Education. With Coffman's

connections, it is not surprising that the Carnegie Foundation financed appre-
ciation courses in music add art for the new college. Former President Vincent

was a help, too, for he left Minnesota to work for the Rockefellers' General

Education Board. This agency contributed $25,000 a year for five years to
fund sYStematic evaluation of the program to date as wells as studies of the

characteristics and educational needs of students.

From its earliest xears, therefore, what came to be known as General Coi-

lege assumed three basic and continuing characteristics: open admissions;

research into student characteristics; student-centered, life-centered program
of studies.

The 1938-1939 academic year could be called a watershed in General Col-

lege history. On one hand, with the death in 1938 of President Coffman, the
college lost one of its most interested, consibtent, informed, and pOwerful
supporters. 0n the other, foundation-sponsored research was beginning to pro-
vide empirical data capable of authenticating and directing curriculum develop-
ment. The grants enabled MacLean to launch two studies.

The first, which the faculty referred to as the "adolescent study," focused

upon students then enrolled in General College and upon their parents. It Was

both a personnel and a curriculum survey. It was designed to yield descriptive

information which could be used to evaluate the current program of the college,
and be translated into guidelines for future curriculum offerings designed to

meet specific educational needs. The project was initiated in the summer of

1935 by John G. Darley (later chairman of the.Department of Psychology in the
College of Science, Literature, and the Arts, and subsdquently dean of the
University's Gtaduate School) and by Kathleen McConnon. Both were newly

appointed instructors ind research counselors in General College. The adoles-

cent study was completed by Cornelia Taylor Williams (later head of counseling
and advising in General College) and reported in her These We Teach.17,

Companion research, customarily referred to locally as the "adult study,'t

was designed by two other new General College faculty members: sociologist

Raymond F. Sletto and political scientist Thomas J. B. Wanner., Its purpose
was to test the effectiveness of undergraduate curriculum and instruction at

the Universitycf Minnesota by requepting evaluations and suggestions from 1,600
former students, some of whom had ffeen away from the campus five or ten years .

and all of whom had been enrolled in one of4the four largest undergraduate

divisions; the Colleges of Science, Literature, and the'Arts; Engineering;
Education; and Agriculture, Forestry, and Home Economics. Specialists designed

the questionnaires and the format for follow-up interviews. Results yielded

information abOut general characteris6.cs, personal life, family life, occupa-

tions, and community involvement. The study was completed by C. Robert Pace

(subsequently of the University of California, Los Angeles) and reported in '

his They Went to College: A Study of 951 Former University Students.18

Application of these arduous, pre-computer surveya to the General'College
program (the two voiumes became pioneer classics in the field of educational

research), as well as lesser studies carried out within the college, mas the

responsibility of home eeonomisttnd curriculum si)ecialist Ivol Soafford,



r:Frmerly of Ohio State University, who became Curriculum Coordinator under

MacLean. The book she edited and wrote in part, Building a Curriculum for

General Education: A Description of the General College Program, was pub-

lished in 1943.19-

Broadly speaking, the General College general education described by

Spafford rested upon a "life-centered" curriculum featuring courses clustered
in "orientation areas" and in subject-matter fields. The four foundamental,

special areas were Vocational Orientation, Home Life Orientation, Individual
Orientation, and Social-Civic Orientation. The general education subject-

matter fields were more convehtional: Biological Science, Physical Science,

General Arts, Human Development Studies, and Literature, Speech and Writing. 4

For the most part, the curriculum was free choice and almost entirely

without prerequisites. Each subject was intended to be as compact and as prac-

tical and applied as possible. At the outset, courses carried no specific

credit, and work was graded Pass, Fail, or Honors. An Associate in Arts degree

was awarded whenever a candidate performed Satisfactorily in six comprehensive

examinations based upon the orientation and general education areas or clusters
of courses. ,Good teaching was emphasized with much,attention given.to labora-
tory or studio instruction and numerous audio-visual aids. (Now part of Continu-
ing Education and Extension, the large and vigorous Audio-Visual Library of

today originated in General College.) The college maintained its own reading

room with course-related materials on open shelves. Every teacher was an

advisor. A special counseling office with a professional staff, the first on

campus, was an integral part of the whole program.

The foundation grants mentioned ahOve also funded appointment of coOrdi-

nators in the major comprehensive examination areas. These administrator-

teacherg interpreted results of the studies.to course instructors (most of
whom were borrwed from other departments), developed and taught the core
courses, supervised experimentation, and helped formulate objectives and design

organizational structure for the curriculum.21)

Still another person added to the faculty in the wake of the foundation ,

grants was a specialist in educational research and higher education who was
fresh from doctoral work at Harvard. Ruth E.'Ecker.t, later director of the

Bureau of Educational Research and Regents Professor of Education, had the
assignment of studying the characteristics of General College students and
evaluating the effectiveness of the educational programs provided for them.

Her findings are reported in Outcomes of General Education: An Appraisal of,

the General College Program.I1

The prospect, and the \actuality, of American involvement in World War II

interrupted the promising progress of General College. Administrators MacLean

and Williams left for military or war-related activities. Horace T. Morse
assumed responsibility for the day-to-day operation of the college in 1940,
assisted,by.a physicist who had been a member of the faculty since 1935,10.fred

L. Vaughan. Their task during the war years was extremely demanding as the

campus was denuded of students, and instructors .taught for a year or less before

being summoned to national service. Moreover, some University departments
could not Ve as generous in lending instruction as they had been in the past.

Yet the program cOntinued on course in spite of difficulties., New



occupational sequences were installed. Credits were assigned to courses

beginning in the fall, 1943, term. ,Requirements for the Associate in Arts

degree became more expliciE: completion of 90 credits; satiSfactory perform-

ance oefour (instead of six) comprehensive examinations; three qUarters of

physical education; and a complete physical examination at the Health Service.

A General College recognition society, Beta Phi Beta, was established in 1942

to reward scholastic achievement, service to the college or to the University,

and evidence of good Character and ci;izenship
.22

I

All A all, Genefal College ended this chapter in its history with a k
material sense of maturity, certainty, and direction. It knew its students.

It knew the.strengths and weaknesses of its program. It survived the upheaval

of the war years. Although its.standing with the University declined after

Coffman's death in 1938, its reputation outside Minnesota sustained it in the

face of home critics.

4 Stable Years 1945 - 1965: Life in General College during the two decades

following, World War IIwas hectic and demandingtoo many students, too little

money--yet the college gained independence, acceptanceand stability through

thefie years. When MacLean resigned in 1940, direction of General College

became the responsibility of an all-University advisory committee the chairman

of which, Dean T. R. McConnell of the College,of Science, Literature, and the

Axts, held personal responibility for the younger unit. That same year Mprse

became assistant director under McConnell, and Vaughan was made secretary of

the advisory committee. Also in 1940, Guy Stanton Ford, by this time President

of the University, assigned to 'General College and its 21 faculty members a

separate budget drawing indepeNdently upon general Univevity support funds.

Dr. Morse became associate director in 1942. In 1946, Aen he was made dean,

Dr. Vaughan was named assistant dean:

The final step toward complete independence within the University system

came on MarCh 26, 1951, when President James Lewis Morrill discharged the

advisory committee in a letter reading, in part:

Originally appointed in 1940...the General College Advisory

Committee, which was a presidentially oommissioned group,
rendered important service to the College add.to the Univer-

sity as a whole, notably in the realm of policy making.

The General College now enjoys full statos as an adminis-

trative and instructional unit, comparable with the other

Colleges of the University, with a faculty to whom it is\

important to assign full responsibility for policy making%

curriculum, etc. I have reviewed with Dean Morse the history/

and present opera*Ion of the.Advisory Committee, and it seems

to both of us no longer necessary to callron this Committee

for continuing service.

Accordinglyx the General College Advisory Committee is now

discharged.43 .

1

Thus, after-1940, General College had its own budget; after 1946, it had its

own dean; after 1951, it was free of its supervising committee.
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Other developments bear witness to the stability and acceptance General

College was-winning through these years:

- steadily declining prOportion.of "borrowed" faculty

rising enrollments:. 1032 - 489,
.1941 - 732

1952 - 1189.
, 1966 - 3786

- increasing nambers of students in other units ellting General
College courses

- specific General College.courses designated as required.studies
in certain degree progiams of other units

- credits earned in General College widely applied toward satisfying
baccalauteate degree distribution requirements

Much of this can,be attributed in no small-degree to the integrity and high'
administrative skill shown.by Dean Morse and 'Dean Vaughan.

But Morse and Vaughan have still other achievements to their credit.
Heading an open-admissions unit offering a low-budget program of non-,traditional
studies in the setting of a highly conservative,"research-oriented university,.
they gave painstaking attention to the work of recruiting and orienting able
young faculty. They sat in on classes personally, holding critiques or st-

mortems; provided peer models; assigned merit sarary increeSes based paktiy
upon effective classroom performance. It is no accident that today the thost
prestigious all-University recognition of outstanding contributions to under-
graduate education in the University as a whole carrips.a thousand-do4ar
prize and is nabedifor Horace T. Morse. Comparable contributions to the work
of the General College itself are recognized-by an annual Alfred L. Vaughan
Award. *

During these stable years, the two deans helped keep the factilty.in touch
gith national trends by securing funding for the 1949 Minnesota Conference nn
Ailding a Program of General Education. The program featured Sidney Hook Of
Washington ,Square College, Clarence H. Faust of Stanford University, T. Raymond
McConnell, who had become president of the University of Buffalo, and the re-
doubtable Malcolm S. MacLean; by this time a professor of education at the

." University of California, Los Angeles.24 They also continued the tradition'of
maintaining a curriculum expressing student meeds by launching a sell-study in
1954, as well as an ambitious 5-10-year follow-up of students, under the
direction of Student Counseling Division Head, Dr. G. Gordon Kingsley. They

participated in the California study of general education', and played leading
roles in establishing the Association for General and Liberal Studies.

Much of this interested University administrators and the faculty at large
only marginally. Although they paid little attention to specific events or
gains, yet they increasingly accepted and supported General Collegd on faith.
Faith, that is, in its four chief administrators: Dean Morse, ASsociate Dean
Vaughan, and counseling chiefs Williams and Kingsley. Their granite integrity,
meticulous attention to detail, outstanding ability, and love for the Univer-
sity as a whole won for them the deep-respect ind complete confidence of all



who worked with thei. They.contributed immeasurably to the strength and utility

of General College during these years between 1945 and 1965.

Challenging Years 1965 - 1975: The tensions prevailing upon many campuses

from one end of the country to the other during the last half of the 1960s re-
flected domestic turmdil and a series of momentous events which seemed to turn

victory in World War II to'ashes. The latter half of the '40s and the decade

of the '50s saw communist regimes established in Cental Europe, China, and
Cuba accompanied by the beginnings of the *Cold 14ar with the Truman Doctrine,

Marshall Plan, Korea, NATO, and American financiarassistance to a weakening
France embattled with its former colonies in Indochina. At home, Supreme

Court decisions such as Shelley v. Kraemer and Brown v. Board of Education of

Topeka encouraged Martin Luther King, Jr. awl other leaders to undertake massive

campaigns demanding justice and'civil rights for by-passed groups. In 1956,

President Eisenhower sent a military advisory and assistance group to the
southern portion of a newly partitioned Vretnam, and4kri 1957, the Soviet Union

launched Sputnik.

All of this was preludt to the dramatic events of the 1960s.

V 1960 U.S. MAAG in South Vietnam increased to 685; sit-ins begin in South.

1961 U.S. forces in South Vietnam 1,200; Kennedy confrontation with
Khruschev in Vienna; Bay of Pigs disastef in'Cuba..

1962 U.S. forces in South Vietnam 11,000; James Meredith enrolls in
the University of Mississippi; Baker v. Carr addresses apportionment.,

\ u

1963 U.S.fgrces in South Vietnam 161000; race riots in Birmingham,'

Alabama; g's massive civil rights demonstration in Washington

with its "I ave a Dream" speech; Gideon V. Wainwright addresses
'legal aid'Syr penniless accused of felonies; pdrzident of South

Vietnam assassinated; Kennedy assassinated.

,

1964 U.S. forces in South Vietnam 23,000; China explodes nuclear bomb;
Escobedo v. Illinois addresses police procedures during arrests; .

Gulf of Tonkin Resolution gives President broad powers to repel

foreign aggression:

1965 U.S. forces in'South Vietnam 184,000; Malcolm X assassinated.

1966 11.S. forces in South Vietnam 355,000, yet TET offensive successful;
Miranda v. Arfpna addresses right of accused to legal represen-

tation during olice interrogation.

1967 U.S. forces in South Vietnam 485,000; race riots in Detroit, Newark,

other cities.

1968 U.S. forces in South Vietnam 536,000; Rober/ Kennedy assassinated;
Martin Luther King, Jr., lssassinated; Democratic national conven-
tion met in a Chicago torn by students and other demonstrators;

Chicago 8.

These events, as all ;hen engaged in higher education remember, were accompanied
by violent demonstraelons, protests, strikes on campuses all over the nation.
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Students strongly opposed the draft, the war in Vietnam, government.secrecy,
a society in which some groups had to struggle for basic civil rights, and.an

educational system which they perceived to be impersonal, irrelevant, devoted
more to arcane research than to effective teaching.

The protests were so vigorous, sustained, and extensive that every sort of
government agency or prbfessiona1 organiiation wag galvanized into investigat-
ing the truth of allegations beidg made, and into proposing remedies. 'The.
American Council on Education', for exatple, the Carnegie Foundation, the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, associations inprofessional fields or
liberal arts disciplines, the President of the United States--all these, and
others, appointed consultants, committees, task groups, and commissions to
assess the condition of post-high school education arkd indicate desirable direc-
tions for future development. Completed reports constitute an admirable history
of higher education in the America of the post-World War II decades, as well as
a map for guiding institutions through the s,eventies and eighties.

Meanwhile, amid all the furor, col1eges and universities in the United
States were feeling the impact of President Lyndon B. Johnson'd'domestic program.
During all his years in office, Johnson maintained that America was rich
enough and powerful enough to fight communism abroad and'build a "Great Society"
at home--both at the same time. So as crisis succeeded crisis, Congress gave
Johnson Medicare, the Appalachia Assistance Act, legislation to counteract
urban blight, a hi/her education act, the Office of Economic Opportunity, and
more. Programs were established for dozens of target groups: Head Start,

Upward Bound, Ntgate, AFDC, Work-Study, New Careers, Martin Luther King
Program. The Uversity acquired a Center for Urban and Ytegional Affairs; de-
partments of Women's, Black, Chicano, and Native American Studies; and'a HELP
Center. These agencies, programs, and funds were intended to make higher
education accessible to members of groups once by-passed by American society.
A very la ge proportion of those in our metropolitan area who sought this access

entered he University of Minnesota via.the open door of General College.

presentatives of these groups already were enrolled,,and we had had some
experience working with them, when the numerous investigations of American
higher education began to result in recommendations. Although the analysts
assembled under a variety of auspices and adopted differing modes of operaf-
tion, their findings share extensive areas f agreement. They demand, for
example:

- easier access for minorities, women, the poor, second-chancers

- programs sufficiently flexible and diverse to meet the needs of a
pluralistic society

- accreditation; recognition of non-traditional learning ,

- utilization of experiential learning

- attention to imparting skills and values

- modernized, extensive, occupational or applied education .

- improved classroom teaching

- renovated.general education

- innovative degree structures

- individualized, student-designed studies
1 4
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We applauded these recommendations for they point to paths General College

had been tracing for some years. We had been'an open-door college, with ,a

free-choice curriculum, since 1932. Since 1972, we had offered student-

designed baccalaureate degrees. Always giving Close attention to effective

teaching, we gave dOree credit for non-traditional and experiential learning,

/

and during the 1970s, we embarked upon a variety of applied or occupational

-education programs, In short, 1975 found us already functioning on the out-

ward edge of the frontiers for American higher education recommneded by the

national studies.

Assessment-Adjustment 1975: So muCh has been happening in General College

in recent years that we are.today in the midst of still another appraisal of

our works and ways. To a recent evaluation of our baccalaureate programs, we

are adding a student evaluation of our two-yeai ot associate degree studies.

We are braced for external evaluators, and preparing for rendering account to

colleagues from within the University.

The fact that the Association for General and Liberal Studies held its

annual conference in Minneapolis this autumn gave us another opportunity--a'

unique opportunity--to secure external reaction and appraisal. We invited

those attending the conference to come a day early to join representatives

from public and private institutions in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area at in-

formation sessions conducted at the conference hotel by General College faculty '

as well as by some other University specialists, in order to relate informa-

tion about, and secure reactions to, such matters as... .

General College students now enrolling in this urban university:

Africans; Blacks; Asian/Pacific Students; Chicano/Latino; Native

Americans; Single-Parent Students; Incarcerated Students; Fully

Employed Students; Weekend Students.

Whgt we do to recrdit and retain these students, as well as th,e

native Minnesota genus: Head Start; Upward Bound) Day CommunieY

with its South High School link--the Connection; our COmmanding

English Program and the TRIO Program--Courses and Integrated

Survival Seminars; Tutorials; Counseling.
s

Our experiments in group ad4ising; orientation to'planning indi-

vidualized baccalaureate degree programs including personal statement, .

core program, passing the admissions gommittee, and planning the

senior report.. 1

,
.

.

Ways we integrate field experience and internship in our business

and urban studies, as well as in our occupational sequences for

law enforcement/corrections; human services generalist program;

d program for direct service workers in the field of aging.

Our general education apptoach in sociology, psychology, science,

composition, humanities, mathematics, and family life studies.

Our credit-heavy, interdisciplinary courses with themes emphasizing, e.g.,

- the social sciences: Conflict and Social Change

- the sciences: Epergy, Its Uses and Abuses

- the humanities: .Toward a Good Life

1
4.

(
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There is more we wish we could have piesented: e.g.,

Our experiments in teaching creativity, values, ceitical thinking.

Our ocCupational sequences in fire-fighting service; aviation.

Our new sthdent personnel services combining traditional student,

counseling and the approach we developed furing the troubled sixties,
which incluaes social worker service, ethnic group tutors, and
advocacy.

Our Urban Decision-Making Seminar which meets in the Hennepin County
Government Center to discuss the case history of an important recent
community project--construction of the HHH Metrodome--which was
planned by facul0 and ope of our graduates, and which involves pre-
sentations by the owner of,our pole daily paper in Minneapolis; media,
personages from,television and radio; chairman of the local AFL,CIO-
council; city treasurer; city planner; representatives of the Minne-
sota Twins, the Vikings; Dome Management, etc.

As one looks back upon the fifty years of its,history, one cannot help
being deeply impressed by the pragmatic vitality of the General College program.
Viewing it from the vantage of the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating
Commission helps give it perspective. Fifteen'yearg ago, the Commission said
in its Philosophy for Minnesota Higher Education:

er
The primary'purpose of education is to meet the needs of
individuals. While goals of education may be expressed in
terms of contributions to society or to the State, the
first objective.of formal education at all levels is in-
dividual development....Since it is the use of cultivated
talents by individuals who can function effectively that
most benefits a free society, education.designated to
meet the needs of individuals best serves the needs of the
'state.25

This statement, which was published in March,'1968, calls to mind General-
College beginnings. In February, 1932, the Committee of Seven referred to
the proposed new college as part of the University's "constant effort to give
some recognition to individual differences and needs, despite the overwhelming
number of students with which we have to deal."

As we review the fifty ensuing years, we perceive that from 1932 to 1982,
General College remained faithful to the twin doctrines of individual differ-
ences and democracy of access to higher education. We see it in its policies
and practices:

- continuous studies of student body

- flexible, respong'ive, free-choice curriculum

- individualized degree programs

- centralized student personnel services

effective teaching

7 Student-centered programs

6
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We.see it in outreach to the depression generation, veterans of World War II

and the Cold War, the poor, thetby-passed, the disadvantaged, thoseejected

by konventionl education.

We see it also as we watch our students cross the platform.at,the com-
,

menqement programs held throughout the academic year. Here come the future

presi'dent of a major outdoor advertising company, the president of Our

largest radio-tv network, the vice president andkchie'f executive.officer of

our regional telephone company, and that of a major savings and loan associa-

tip& Here are the director of a Minneapolis artscenter, the Minneapolis city

treasurer, the chair of the Hennepincounty board of commissioners, the Chair

of the Uni'versity of Minnesota Board of Regents, a Minnesota state attorney

general, and the University's most recent Nobel Prize winner.

And here, too, are men and women who touch,our daily lives and greet us
wherever we go: dental assistants, retaiLsales personnel, ayiators, fire-

men, nurses, policemen, social worker assistants, legal assistants, enter-

tainers, sports stars, and those who join us in ticket lines for Orchestra

Hall, the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, and the Guthrie Theatre.

"All creatures, great and small, the Lord God made them all," writes

the Welsh veterinarian. And once upon a time some of them knocked'upon the

door of the University of Minnesota; the General College said,.in the words

of the Spanish host, "Come in. Welcome! This.is your house!"

1 ",
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